A REVIEW STUDY ON BRAIN TUMOUR DETECTION USING MRI IMAGES
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ABSTRACT

MRI Imaging play a crucial role in tumour for analysis, diagnosis and treatment planning. It’s useful to doctor for determine the previous steps of tumour. Tumour detections are using MRI pictures may be a challenging task, as a result of the complicated structure of the brain. Tumour is an abnormal growth of cell of brain. MRI pictures provide higher difference concerning various soft tissues of human body. MRI Image provides higher results than CT, Ultrasound, and X-ray. in this the various pre processing, post processing and strategies like; (Filtering, contrast improvement, Edge detection) and post process techniques like; (Histogram, Threshold, Segmentation, Morphological operation) through image process (IP) tool is available in MATLAB for detection of tumor pictures (MRI-Images) are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Image process could be a technique to translate a picture into digital kind and perform some operation on that, so as to induce an improve pictures or to extract some helpful info from it. Digital format pictures utilized in the today’s world. Medical Imaging is that the techniques, methods, method & art of making visual illustration of the inside of the body for the medical observations like clinical analysis and medical intervention. Examination of the inner structure of the various components of the human body that helps doctors to visible the inner portion of the body are performed by CT scan in MRI. CT scanner, MRI took over standard X-ray imaging, ultrasound by allowing the doctors to see the body’s dimension. As per the International Agency for analysis on Cancer (IARC) more individuals diagnosed for brain tumors. bigger than 126000 individuals are diagnosed each year round the world, with over 97000 rate. the most concept is that native textures within the pictures will cause the everyday regularities of the biological structures. Thus, the textural options are employing a co-occurrence matrix approach. Among three possible types of image are as within which the extent of recognition is completed and that they are as tumor, background, non-tumor. we have an interest in tumor image segmentation.[1]. The tumor is essentially an uncontrolled growth of cancerous cells in any a part of the body, whereas a tumor is an uncontrolled growth of cancerous cells within the brain. A tumor will be benign or malignant. The benign tumor incorporates a uniformity in structure and doesn’t contain active (cancer) cells, whereas malignant brain tumors have a dissimilarity (heterogeneous) in structure and contain active cells. The gliomas and meningiomas are the samples of inferior tumors, classified as benign tumors and glioblastoma and astrocytomas are a category of top-quality tumors, classified as malignant tumors. According to the globe Health
Organization and American Tumor Association [2], the foremost common grading system uses a scale from grade I to grade IV to classify benign and malignancy sorts. Thereon scale, benign tumors comprise grade I and II brain tumor, and malignant tumors comprise grade III and IV brain tumor. The grade I and II (glioma|brain tumor|brain tumour) also are referred to as inferior tumor sort and possess a slow growth, whereas grade III and IV are referred to as top-quality tumor sorts and possess a zoom of tumors. If the inferior tumor is left untreated, it's seemingly to transform a top-quality tumor that's a malignant tumor. Patients with grade II gliomas need serial observation and observations by resonance imaging (MRI) or computed tomography (CT) scan every 6 to 12 months. Brain tumor might influence any individual at any age, and its impact on the body may not be the same for every individual [2]. To find infected tumor tissues from medical imaging modalities, segmentation is utilized. Segmentation is nec-essary and necessary step in image analysis; it's a method of separating a picture into completely different regions or blocks sharing common and identical properties, like color, texture, contrast, brightness, boundaries, and grey level. (brain tumor|brain tumour|tumor|tumour|neoplasm) segmentation involves the method of separating the tumor tissues like edema and dead cells from traditional brain tissues and solid tumors, such as WM, GM, and CSF [3] with the assistance of man pictures or different imaging modalities [4-5].

The various steps of MR imaging like: preprocessing, feature extraction, segmentation, post-processing, etc. which is used for finding the tumor area of MRI-images. The figure-1 shows basic structure of feature extraction through digital image processing.

![Block diagram of feature extraction through Digital Image processing](image)

**II. RELATED WORK**

Many of the researchers proposed several methods, and algorithms for to search out tumor, stroke and different kinds of abnormalities in human brain using Mr pictures. Manoj K Kowar and Sourabh Yadav et al, 2012 his paper “Brain tumor Detection and Segmentation using histogram Thresholding”, they presents the novel techniques for the detection of tumor in brain using segmentation, histogram and thresholding [12]. Rajesh C. Patil and Dr. A. S. Bhalchandra et al, in his paper “Brain tumor Extraction from MRI pictures using MATLAB”, they focused on Meyer's flooding Watershed algorithm for segmentation and also presents the morphological operation [13].
Vinay Parameshwarappa and Nandish S. et al, 2014 in his paper “Segmented morphological approach to detect tumor in brain images”, they proposed AN algorithm for segmented morphological approach [14].

M. Karuna and Ankita Joshi et al, 2013, in his paper “Automatic detection of tumor and analysis using Matlab” they presents the algorithm incorporates segmentation through nero Fuzzy Classifier. the problem of this system is to train the system by neural network and it desires several input pictures are used to train the network. The developed system is used only for tumor detection not for different abnormalities [15].

R. B. Dubey, M. Hanmandlu, Shantaram Vasikarla et al, 2011, compare the image segmentation techniques in his paper “Evaluation of three ways for MRI tumor segmentation”, they apply preprocessing techniques like; de-noising, image smoothing, image improvement and comparison of the level set ways and morphological marker controlled watershed approach and modified gradient magnitude region growing for MRI tumor segmentation. They concluded the MGMRGT technique offers better result [16].

III. METHODS OF TUMOUR SEGMENTATION

There are varied ways used for image segmentation. a number of them are thresholding, region growing, classifier, clustering, atlas-guided approaches ,artificial neural networks, level set ways, deformable models.

A. Threshold

One of the foremost oldest technique is Image segmentation. The segmentation is through by grouping all pixels with intensity between two such thresholds into one category. On the identification of a good threshold, this technique depends and failing of such threshold could direct to unfortunate segmentation. A method to determinate quite one threshold price is termed multithresholding [6]. For initial step for sequence of image process operations [7] thresholding is employed. In digital diagnostic technique it's been employed in that two module of tissue are present; one is healthy and different is tumorous [8]-[9].

B. Region Growing

Region growing technique could be a well-developed technique in image segmentation. Image region extracted from supported some predefined criteria and that mainly supported edges within the image or intensity info. there’s got to choose the seed purpose and extracts all pixels that are connected to the initial seed supported some predefined criteria. an algorithmic rule referred to as split and merge algorithmic rule. This algorithmic rule is said to region growing algorithm however it doesn’t need seed purpose. Region growing may also be prone to noise, causing extracted regions to have holes or perhaps become detached. Homotopic region-growing algorithm used to remove this problem. [8]-[9].

C. Classifier

Classifier ways is additionally referred to as supervised ways. This technique is pattern recognition techniques that separation a characteristic house derived from the image by using data with known labels, a simple classifier is that the nearest-neighbor classifier, within which every pixel {is categoryifed | is assessed is classed} within the similar class because the training datum with the closest intensity. The k-nearest-neighbor classifier could be a simplification of this approach. The k-nearest-neighbor classifier is well thought-out a nonparametric classifier for the explanation that it makes no underlying hypothesis concerning the statistical structure. [8]-[9].
IV. IMAGE PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

1. Median Filtering for Noise Removal

Median filter is a non-linear filtering technique used for noise removal. Median filtering is used to get rid of salt and pepper noise from the converted grey scale image. It replaces the value of the center pixel with the median of the intensity values in the neighbourhood of that pixel. Median filters are particularly effective within the presence of impulse noise. Impulse noise is also known as salt and pepper noise due to its look as white and black dots covered on image. The median filter is used for take away salt and pepper noise from MRI pictures.

2. Image improvement

Poor contrast is one among the defects found in acquired image. The effect of that defect has nice impact on the distinction of image. Once contrast is poor the distinction improvement method plays a crucial role. During this case the gray level of every component is scaled to improve the distinction. Distinction enhancements improve the visualization of the MRI pictures. Distinction enhancement technique is used for enhance the MRI image.

V. CONCLUSION

MRI pictures are best appropriate for tumor detection. In this study Digital Image processing Techniques are necessary for tumor detection by MRI pictures. The preprocessing techniques include completely different ways like Filtering, contrast enhancement, Edge detection is used for image smoothing. The preprocessed pictures are used for post processing operations like; threshold, histogram, segmentation and morphological, that is used to enhance the pictures.
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